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I. INTRODUCTION
A CCORDING to the World Health Organization WHO [1] , 15% of the global population were estimated to be living with some form of disability in 2010, of which 2.2% have very significant functional difficulties and 3.8% have severe disabilities. This is an increase of 50% over the last 40 years [1] . Neurological disorders are the leading cause of permanent disability worldwide. They can occur as a result of damage to any part of the nervous system, such as the brain, spinal cord or other nerves and tissues, from disease (e.g., stroke, multiple sclerosis) or injury (e.g., spinal cord injuries, brain trauma) [2] . Besides the depressing pain that these individuals suffer, they may also experience physical complications such as muscle atrophy, numbness, and loss of sensation [3] , [4] . Hence, various functions necessary for daily living will be affected [5] , such as grasping and walking ability which is the focus of this review. Rehabilitation after neurological disorder is one of the main methods used for recovering and improving the patient's quality of life [6] , aiming to help patients with physical impairments to restore their abilities to control their muscles and nervous systems normally [7] . From a therapeutic perspective, the rehabilitation process to regain meaningful mobility in the event of a neurological disorder can support or involve the application of any method or technique aiming to stimulate the nervous system to create new neurological paths to replace the damaged pathways [8] . The process known as "neural plasticity" was the basis for proposing various gait recovery approaches [9] , with rehabilitation toward gait recovery heavily reliant on the "physical exercises" approach [10] .
Motor learning of neurological disorder rehabilitation relies on three main determinants: practice, specificity, and effort [11] . Practice is related to the duration and intensity of training, more practice will result in more learning [12] . Specificity describes a set of specific oriented tasks, which aim to teach patients some or all functions generally involved in human locomotion, so that the patient should ultimately be able to walk in a more natural way [13] . Effort indicates the degree of patient self-participation in the training, which is required for facilitating motor learning [14] .
The clinical-based gait rehabilitation program implies the execution of five major tasks [15] and involves enhancing muscle strength, maintaining balance control, training to gait, providing pelvic control and assisting for various locomotion types of activities of daily living (ADL). It is supposed that the application of those specific tasks with respect to the two other gait rehabilitation principles (practice and effort) will result in significant motor recovery.
Conventional therapies include treadmill and body weight support (BWS) technology, which has had a great direct impact on facilitating motor learning training and motor recovery [16] - [19] . The interpretation of such positive outcomes relative to the three motor learning determinants can be summarized as: 1) Increase the practice rate: the combination of the treadmill with partial body weight support offers a good framework for increasing the number of repetitions and functional gains [20] , [21] . 2) Ability to perform more than one specific task simultaneously: the patients in the early stage of rehabilitation can perform many specific tasks at the same time due to the body weight support that allows the therapist to assist pelvis motion and leg swing, while maintaining balance and stability [22] . Nonetheless, robotic rehabilitation has many advantages compared to conventional therapy, allowing more intensive repetitive motions, relieving therapists from the heavy burden, and providing measuring tools to quantitatively assess the level of motor recovery.
Initially, robotic therapy appeared to overcome the limitations of conventional therapy in terms of motor recovery. However, meta-analysis studies showed no difference between robotic and conventional gait therapy in promoting motor recovery of neurological disorders [23] . Statistics show that only 65% to 70% of stroke survivors learn to walk independently at 6 months post-stroke [24] . Among them, few can be described as having a good quality of gait.
Many systematic reviews have compared the engineering aspects (e.g., mechanics, control etc.) of current robotic systems [25] - [28] . Although most of these studies succeeded in including and describing current systems, they failed to illustrate the position of each system in the global field. Therefore, we questioned whether it was possible to generate a graphic representation of the systems to allow the reader to perceive and compare the main aspects of each system.
The main goal of this review is to classify different rehabilitation systems, graphically and simply representing the main aspects without too much textual description. Such a representation could be introduced to standardize the evaluation of robotic gait rehabilitation systems, thereby helping researchers to identify the system weaknesses, and thus make improvements.
The process of classifying robotic gait rehabilitation systems is performed in four steps, which are also the following four main sections of this review:
Step 1: Systems identification: the first step concerns collecting data on current gait systems for the analysis, standardization and evaluation. The next section describes the method we followed to achieve this. A detailed technical description of most current gait systems are shown at the end of the section in a comprehensive table.
Step 2: Features analysis involves two main steps:
• Global features analysis which consists of analyzing the three main aspects of the gait robotic intervention (patient, rehabilitation approach and environment) and describing them relevant to a technical characteristic representation. Accordingly, the key elements of rehabilitation interventions required for gait robotic systems to provide can clearly be defined and classified.
• Robotic features analysis which involves analyzing the current robotic gait systems and suggesting the best robotic module classification to incorporate the set of the defined features (defined in the previews step).
Step 3: Classification which comprises:
• Elementary characteristics description, whereby the elementary characteristics measuring the ability of each robotic module to execute the predefined feature are defined.
• Weighting, due to the difference in importance of different elementary characteristics of robotic modules relevant to the set of required features, each characteristic should be weighted.
Step 4: Application: In this step, the different steps are applied for classifying different rehabilitation robotic systems. An overview of the review methodology process is shown in Fig. 1 , in which the relation between the mentioned steps is described using a block diagram.
II. GAIT ROBOTIC REHABILITATION SYSTEMS: IDENTIFICATION

A. Identification
For building a quantitative and qualitative database of most existing robotic systems for gait rehabilitation, a total of 35 reviews of different lower limb rehabilitation robotics where selected [25] , [29] . Then, an automatic algorithm was applied using relevant keywords classified according to four defined is-sues: "related to robot description", "related to limb location", "related to rehabilitation", and "related to the patient case". For the keyword "Robotic", "Systems", "Robot" refer to "Related to robot description" class . 
B. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The scope of this review is generally limited to the devices mainly designed for regaining gait function through physical rehabilitation, which target patients with neurological disorders. This review excluded passive systems mainly used for stretching muscles, such as those used for specific types of exercises, like isometric exercises, since they cannot supply the affected limbs with the required energy to complete the rehabilitation task. Also, assistive systems not clinically supervised or not developed for a therapeutic goal were excluded.
C. Selection Result
In total, 27 gait robotic systems were selected for this study. These systems can be classified into three mechanical groups, treadmill-based devices, footplate-based devices and over ground based devices, as shown in Table I .
D. Table Notes
All system characteristics are presented relevant to the technical characteristic representation described in the next section to compare the extent of such system in supporting features of the basic gait robotic modules, that is, human robotic modules and environment robotic module (separated with thick bold row lines).
The identity information section contains basic and general information describing the systems, including the name of the system (marked in bold), year of development, country of origin, stage of development, i.e., is it a prototype or commercial system (followed by the name of the producer), total of active actuated Degree Of Freedom (DOF) and type of the system (treadmill, footplates or over ground based system).
The human robotic modules section contains information about the three robotic modules, body weight support, reciprocal stepping mechanism and pelvis mechanism, used for assisting the patient gait movement, in addition to information about body weight shifting. The BWS (row) indicates the type of the mechanical design supported, cable body weight support (cBWS) and structure body weight support (sBWS). Body weight shifting (row) indicates if the system supports the feature of BWS or not (Yes/No). The reciprocal stepping and pelvis mechanism robotic parts contain information regarding the degrees of freedom of the robotic module (DOF) and Mechanical design. There are four states of DOF, A: active, P: passive (i.e., exerting only resistive force), F: free (neither active nor passive force is exerted), and R: restricted certain criteria. For movements designation: FE: flexion/extension, AA: abduction/adduction, IE: indorotation/exorotation. LR: left/right, FB: forward/backward, UD: up/down, PR: pelvic rotation, PT: pelvic tilt, PM: pelvic rotation about the mediolateral axis.
Two features were considered for the mechanical design, type of actuation (if no actuator is introduced to support movement in a certain direction, the "No" mark is filled, other designation are AC: alternating current, DC: direct current) and power of transmission (note: for lack of data, this feature has not described the pelvis mechanism).
The environment robotic module contains physical properties and visual properties, Yes/No marks are used for checking if the system simulates different types of grounds and if it can complete the physical properties of simulated terrain with visual feedback (VR: virtual reality, AR: actual reality).
III. FEATURES ANALYSIS
A. Global Features Analysis (Patient, Rehabilitation Approach, Environment)
For the integration of robots in rehabilitation, engineers depended largely on their designs on imitating therapists' movements [25] , [28] , [30] . The movements that the robots tried to perform were originally set by rehabilitation programs to satisfy the requirements of the period of the pre-robotic age. Consequently, many weaknesses not addressed by conventional therapy were also inherited by robotic therapy. Robotic therapies could benefit from different rehabilitation philosophies that are independent of the conventional therapy way of thinking.
Firstly, the relationship between the walker and the environment should be well understood with respect to the set of characteristics defined by a descriptor. The different rehabilitation and engineering aspects could then be described from the perspective of maintaining this natural relationship.
The actual walking process in the case of a healthy person can be described as a direct relationship between the walker and the environment in which the walker performs a set of movements, while the ground responds with a set of physical reactions allowing the walker to change their location. However, due to the disability, this reciprocal relationship can be missing or weakened from the patient side, which could be repaired either with assistive tools (such as crutches or assistive robotic devices) [31] - [33] or by restoring the damaged function through therapeutic rehabilitation. The latter consists of two main elements, approach and executive. The approach is the "software", while the executive is the "hardware" (Fig. 2) .
In addition, the environment where the executive executes the approach could have more importance. For instance, the type of ground on which the executive tries to teach the patient to walk may affect the quality of the result. An ideal program should account for different ground shapes (plane, stairs, etc.), considering the patient's situation as well as the environment. An ideal system should be able to simulate the environment with all its complexity. Then, the relationship between the patient and the environment should be managed throughout the approach. The different elements of the chain Patient-RehabilitationEnvironment will be discussed in the following sections.
1) Rehabilitation Approach: Most physical rehabilitation approaches adopt the three principles of specificity, practice, and effort. a) Specificity: The specificity can be described by a set of movements that should be supported in order to imitate natural gait movements. In conventional therapy, this sets to five specified oriented tasks, whereas the terms features and activities are used in robotic rehabilitation [15] . The features are simply the characteristics the gait robotic system should provide to help implement the activities. Five different features are selected based on the theoretical basis of locomotor training: body weight support, balance and trunk stability, reciprocal stepping, pelvic motion and body weight shifting [95] .
For the governing conditions of their implementation, these can be elected in association with the biomechanics of movements of the supported activity. The activities are just a set of associated locomotion movements prescribing the type of gait patterns allowing the walker to navigate through the different types of ground. b) Practice: The practice determinant can be easily measured using two benchmarks emphasized by both rehabilitation interventions, duration, which refers to the time involved in one training session, and intensity, which is the number of training sessions within a time period e.g., week, month or year. c) Effort: This part of the approach refers to the degree of patient self-participation within the training. Generally, at the beginning of the rehabilitation, the patient is not able to participate in the exercise, instead, the patient is moved by the robot. However, over time, the patient should participate more, thus becoming progressively more active and independent. In other words, the robot must have the ability to control and adjust the degree of assistance given to the patient, based on the progress [34] .
2) Environment: While both interventions (robotic and manual therapy) support the movement of the patient, they might not provide the patient with the perception of walking on natural ground [58] , [89] . The key environment characteristic elements that the rehabilitation interventions should provide must be clearly defined. They include physical properties, which are important for the patient to experience during the training process. Walking on simple ground, for example, must provide a reaction force when touching the ground. Also, sight (visual property) is important as patients can neglect most signals provided by other senses if they contradict the sight. Therefore, used properly, this property could be very beneficial by enhancing the stimulation of the nervous system for completing the physical properties or for motivating the patient.
With respect to these elements, the robotic systems summarized by this review are compared by their efficiency to simulate for the user, three levels of ground shaping forms selected based on the environment types involved in the clinical program of gait rehabilitation [10] : simple ground which refers to the referential ground supported by the task of gait locomotion, such as walking on a flat plane [43] ; complex ground which could be any form of the ground experienced in daily living environments. However, to be more precise and respecting what exists in clinical programs, this should refer to the ability of teaching the patient to go up/down stairs [96] . Thirdly, challenges, which does not refer to a specific type of ground but is important to improve locomotor functions by challenging the patient's level of comfort, for example, subjecting the patient to an actual fall experiment [87] or unstable ground by teaching the patient balance exercises.
3) Patient: The effectiveness of robotic gait rehabilitation largely depends on the ability of the system to provide different type of assistance according to the patients' different recovery stages [97] . The rehabilitation process can broadly be divided into three stages: the preliminary, intermediate and advanced stages [28] . Patients can be classified into eight main groups [98] : 0 = normal 1 = mild disability (no visible gait abnormality) 2 = moderate disability (abnormal gait but no aids) 3 = early cane (patient can walk about 8 m without cane) 4 = late cane (dependent on unilateral support) 5 = bilateral support (scooter for distance) 6 = confined to wheelchair (patient cannot walk about 8 m) U =unclassifiable (significant cognitive, visual, fatigue, bowel/ bladder impairment).
B. Robotic Features Analysis
In order to respond to the pre-mentioned approach and environment features requirements, the gait robotic rehabilitation systems support two different robotic modules: human robotic modules (since their role consists of assisting or completing the patient movements) and environment robotic modules (since they simulate different ground reaction forces). Fig. 3 describes in detail the relation between the required features and the associated robotic modules developed to help to incorporate these features.
1) Human Robotic Modules: Gait rehabilitation systems can use a combination of three different robotic modules for assisting gait, of which there is more than one mechanical design, thereby providing a diversity of solutions. These robotic modules are BWS, reciprocal stepping mechanism, pelvis mechanism, and body weight shifting. a) Body Weight Support: BWS is a mechanical system used to help the patients carry some or the full weight of their body during standing [99] , [100] . It provides stability to the trunk and the pelvis during movement, so that the patient performs gait training safely. BWS can be sorted according to the mechanical design into two types: cBWS supports the patient's weight through an overhead attachment cable, distributing unweighting assistance equally on both sides of the body through the harness fastened around the hip and the abdomen of the patient. In an active dynamic BWS, the attachment of the cable is adjustable to maintain the amount of the prescribed force assistance. Examples of a gait rehabilitation robot that uses the cBWs system include Lokomat [43] , LOPES [36] , and G-EO system [62] .
sBWS is less commonly used compared to cBWS. For supporting the subject's weight, these systems use a robotic arm holding the patient's waist or back. Examples of gait rehabilitation robots that use cBWS system are KineAssist [87] , NaTUregaits [15] , PAM and POGO [41] . b) Reciprocal Stepping Mechanism: The reciprocal stepping robotic modules are mechanisms for assisting the movements of the body lower extremities involved in the walking process or other gait patterns. The joints motorized by the reciprocal stepping mechanism comprise all the leg joints including the hip, knee, and ankle [101] . It is important to note that the largest proportion of the robotic research on gait rehabilitation systems have focused on developing and enhancing the characteristics of this specific module. In addition, its design is considered very complex due to the number of mobile parts, the Degree of Freedom (DOF), Range of Motion (ROM), and the forces for each of the parts.
The reciprocal stepping mechanisms for assisting in gait locomotion are exoskeleton and end-effector.
Exoskeleton: the exoskeletons are wearable mechanical parts that move in parallel to the skeleton of the patient in a way that no additional active DOF will be required to follow patient movements [36] . In such devices, the exoskeleton is attached to the BWS frame of the gait system at the pelvis level, with the advantage of weight-compensation of the exoskeleton.
End-effector: in this system, the leg movements are controlled by moving the distal parts instead of moving the thigh and shank of the subject. This is usually at the foot level using programmable footplates. Based on the trajectory generated, two mechanisms can be distinguished:
-Fixed trajectory: This class groups all the systems where the trajectory is adjusted before starting the exercise. Generally, the trajectory is elliptic and adjusted by changing the size of each member of the crank-rocker mechanism e.g., GT [76] and ICARE [71] . -Dynamic trajectory: This class groups all the systems where the trajectory is not predefined. Typically, it can take any shape within limited ranges according to certain directions e.g., HapticHaker [58] and G-EO system [62] . c) Pelvis Mechanism: The pelvis is the center of the body weight and the link point between the lower limbs and the trunk, thus it is very important for maintaining balance and transferring forces during walking. Therefore, it is not surprising that three of the six gait determinants are related to pelvis motion [102] , and the lack of control of this part will likely disturb the quality of gait rehabilitation. The problems can manifest as secondary gait deviations [21] , which may result from abnormal pelvic obliquity.
The pelvis mechanism is a robotic system usually placed at the back of the patient attached to the gait system frame, developed to assist the six pelvis DOF. The comparison between different systems is based on the number of DOF they support. Despite its high importance and impact on quality of gait recovery, few studies have attempted to develop it [21] . Earlier gait robotic systems, such as Lokomat, focused on controlling leg movement, while the pelvis was restricted. Later, it was given more importance and can also be found as a separate system for correcting the deviation from normal pelvic motion. d) Body Weight Shifting: One of the important concepts in the rehabilitation process is body weight shifting, without which a patient may lose the ability to maintain balance during walking [21] . Body weight shifting can be provided by assisting the pelvis forward translation. Actually, it is difficult for a fixed system to provide such a sensation using limited local motions, for example, a pelvis mechanism with motorized forward and backward motion. However, movable systems can partially provide that.
2) Environment Robotic Modules: Three known types of mechanisms are used for simulating the environment [28] , [25] : treadmill, footplates and over ground. The first two are static systems where the simulation of ground reaction is performed by moving the ground under the patient's feet, while the latter is a movable system, in which the user interacts directly with the ground without simulation. In such a system, the patient travels on real ground, while the system plays the role of assistance or guidance.
-Treadmill is a popular progress method used for locomotor devices, consisting of generating an opposite movement to which the subject is walking or running toward, so he or she stays in the same place. The walker's foot is not in permanent contact with the device, but only during the stance phase. With this type of progression method, only a typical flat ground can be simulated. -Footplates in addition to their role in assisting the patient stepping reciprocal movements, can be setup to act as an environment simulator [65] . By changing the type of executed control, the footplates can switch from the mode of foot guide assistance to ground simulation. This can be realized by exerting a low impedance force to the patient's feet when they are supposed to be in the air (swing phase), while a high impedance is executed when the feet are in contact with the virtual ground (stand phase) [96] . In a similar way, this mechanism can simulate complex grounds such as stairs, slope, etc.
-Over ground systems consist of a mobile platform allowing the patient to navigate into the clinical environment. The mobile platform generates the movements through motorized wheels and can be a guide following a straight or curved path [92] .
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF GAIT ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
As mentioned earlier, the aim of this review is to make it easy to perceive different gait robotic systems, by classifying them according to certain properties. This classification emphasizes the differences between systems, evaluating the gait systems through the robotic modules comprising the system with coefficients defining the weight of every module. The evaluation of each module is achieved by assessing elementary characteristics (features measuring the ability of each robotic module to execute the predefined feature) with coefficients determining the weight of every element. The weight coefficients can change according to the activity and the patient recovery stage, since the conditions governing these features have changed. The first part of this section discusses the methodology employed for weighting and scoring the features of the different robotic modules. The second part describes the elementary characteristics defined to technically describe the different gait robotic modules.
A. Scoring and Weighting
One of the biggest challenges in this study is the evaluation of the systems for a specific feature and the weight of each feature for calculating the global evaluation. 1) Scoring: Three levels of authenticity where used when scoring a system: -High, when the information was provided directly by the developer, e.g., a precise value of DOF and ROM (this can be found in catalogs, articles, etc.). -Medium, when the information can be extracted from the description provided by the developer or from other studies. -Low, when a subjective evaluation of the system was made based on the mechanical design basic elements (type of actuation, power transmission and mechanical configuration). 2) Weighting: Different features and robotic modules were weighted based on descriptive evaluations provided by the literature. For instance, if studies confirmed that for a specific stage S1, feature F1 (e.g., balance support) is more important than feature F2 (e.g., pelvic motion assistance), the weight W1 for feature F1 is higher than the weight W2 for feature 2. It was observed that the descriptive evaluation could be implicit, for example studies focus more on F1.
After ranking the features,values are assigned to them in a 0-5 scale, according to the descriptive evaluations. Weighted sums are used to obtain overall evaluations.
The following expressions are examples of some of the descriptive evaluations used to provide an approximate value to some features:
"the main requirements of the gait rehabilitation robot concern weight bearing and balancing, as well as posture control [56] ", "a robot, in the first place, should allow for a "patient-incharge" mode where healthy subjects are able to walk unconstrained by the device. This concerns the choice of DOF and the quality of low impedance control" [36] , "the reason to omit an actuated robotic ankle joint was that it is not necessary to provide an external "ankle push-off" in the device in order to walk safely" [36] .
B. Elementary Characteristics
Two different groups of characteristics associated with the two types of robotic modules were defined, human and environment modules:
1) Human Robotic Module Characteristics: Dynamic and adjustability: While walking or practicing any exercise, the body moves locally in all directions. A BWS is supposed to carry the body within the exercise, providing constant support of the patient's body weight [103] during all walking phases. The amount of support provided may be adjusted according to different subject weights and recovery stages. Therefore, the "Dynamic and adjustability" factor assesses the extent to which the system verifies the terms "constant support" and "adjustable support".
Back-drivability:
During rehabilitation exercises, it is possible that the patient suddenly loses control or the ability to move a limb, as well as any unexpected event. Therefore, if the system is not ready to cope quickly with the new situation, it may cause damage to the patient [104] . Moreover, the back-drivability allows the therapist to easily apply certain maneuvers, that is, back-drivability is the ability of the system to show low intrinsic endpoint impedance toward certain force sources [41] , thus the patient does face an inertia that could delay the response of the system. Back-drivability can be realized using different methods.
Free movement: This feature verifies whether any part of the system disturbs or prevents the motion of other parts. It is important to notice that the movement of the upper limbs and the trunk are the main concern. Commonly, restriction of the trunk movement occurs by the harness of the cBWS type, and the exoskeleton restricting the arm swinging [34] .
DOF: This is one of the basic characteristics for describing the gait system capabilities [34] and refers to the number of independent displacements and rotations. In order to satisfy the movement requirements, the robotic system must be able to support sufficient DOF, which may change according to the activity. Some activities rely more on certain degrees, while others do not [96] . Any lack in the DOF affects more or less the agility and the comfort according to its importance for the activity [41] , [53] . Therefore, this can be defined with regards to pelvis and reciprocal stepping robotic modules as:
-Pelvis mechanism allows six pelvic movements, three translations: mediolateral (left/right), anteroposterior (forward/backward) and superior-inferior (up/down), and three rotations: pelvic rotation, pelvic tilt and pelvic rotation about the mediolateral axis. -Reciprocal stepping mechanism considers the three main joints of the lower body, hip, knee, and ankle. The hip is a 3 DOF joint, consisting of flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and internal/external rotation. Although the knee consists of 2 DOF [96] , [105] , only flexion and extension is considered. For most activities, the second one (internal/external rotation) is less important [101] , [106] . The ankle joint has 3 DOFs dorsiflexion/plantar flexion, abduction/adduction and internal/external rotation [107] . There are three main states possible for a DOF, free, restricted or assisted. The evaluation in this case, involves restriction and assistance, which can be represented in a two-dimensional space like polar coordinates. The restriction axis corresponds to the impedance the limb experiences, while the assistance axis corresponds to the acting force. For an assisted system, the motion is provided by the system, while it is a resistive force if it is restricted. As the "free" point is approached, the difference between "restricted" and "assisted" becomes unclear, explaining why this representation was selected. The evaluation is a combination of the two coordinates "restriction" and "assistance", with coefficients defining the weight of each of them, which vary according to the recovery stage. Fig. 4 describes the relation between the 3 states of DOF. The different robotic assistance modes are derived from this relation [97] . ROM: ROM is a concept strongly correlated to the DOF: knowing that the DOF means the possibility to move or rotate in a certain direction, the ROM determines the extent the motion could reach. A limited ROM may cause many disadvantages according to the DOF [108] . For example, in addition to critical balance, restricted motion in the sagittal plan limits the step length and the speed, which may affect the quality of gait training. Therefore, a well-designed system for the ROM [50] should take into account different patient anthropometrics [36] , especially the thigh and shank lengths, since they have a direct impact on the step size.
2) Environment Robotic Module Characteristics: The evaluation of the environment robotic module can be achieved through an assessment of three characteristics, diversity of grounds, synchronization, and visualization. The first characteristic aims to the check the ability of robotic devices to simulate different type of grounds. The visualization defines the extent of systems in providing real or virtual feedback to the movement of the patient while walking. Since most gait robotic systems use ground simulators, then the system should ensure the walker receives a reaction force the moment he steps on a virtual ground [96] . Therefore, the synchronization term is introduced to evaluate the capacity of different environment modules to realize this requirement.
V. APPLICATION
In order to achieve the goal of classifying and graphically representing the different robotic gait systems, the final step applied the different evaluation steps on the 27 gait systems included in this review. The features of each robotic module were sorted relevant to the methodology described in Section IV. Furthermore, the coefficients describing the features, as well as the weights of the robotic modules were defined as described in Section IV.A.2.
The first part of this section presents an overview of the sorting of the different feature characteristics. The second part analyses the results of the graphical representation of the modular and global evaluation, providing the review classification.
A. Features Ranking
The evaluation of every module is the combination of the relevant elementary characteristics with their coefficients. To define the weight coefficients, the features of the different robotic modules were sorted as follows: 
1) BWS:
Three elementary characteristics important for describing the BWS robotic module were defined: dynamic, backdrivability, and free movement. The importance of these three features could vary according to the level of recovery stage. It was determined that most designs give more importance to dynamic and free movement, and less to back-drivability. Moreover, free movement becomes more important in the latest stages of rehabilitation since the subject has recovered the ability to move without the need for assistance [109] . Therefore, the features were sorted as follows:
-Early stage: (dynamic, free movement, back-drivability) -Late stage: (free movement, dynamic, back-drivability)
2) Reciprocal Stepping Mechanism and Pelvis Mechanism:
The evaluation of the reciprocal stepping and pelvis mechanisms robotic modules was performed through the evaluation of 4: DOF, ROM, back-drivability and free movement. Usually, designers develop their systems to have more DOF and wide ROM [34] , [42] , [46] , than developing a lightweight and high dynamic driving mechanism [39] , while the free movement has the lowest priority. Therefore, these features were sorted as follows: -(DOF and ROM, back-drivability, free movement).
3) Body Weight Shifting: For body weight shifting, we only determined if the system supported this feature or not, assigning a Boolean value accordingly.
4) Environment Robotic Module: Three elementary characteristics for evaluating the environment robotic module were defined, two of which related to the physical properties of the simulated environment (diversity of grounds and synchronization) and one to visual feedback. Typically, designers give more importance to physical properties as they directly impact the physical condition of the patient. For the differentiation between the two physical properties, designers give a high priority to enable their system to simulate one or more types of ground [62] , [65] , while for the synchronization, only a few designers highlighted the importance of such features. Therefore, the environmental features were sorted as follows:
-(diversity of grounds, synchronization, visualization) Degree of authenticity: There were three levels of authenticity when scoring, the degree of authenticity for each feature is shown in Table II .
5) Global Evaluation:
The global evaluation is a weighted combination of the modular evaluation with the coefficients describing the weight of each robotic module. The robotic modules were included on the basis that they were basic, support more features or support more complex and dynamic movements, so they were sorted as follows:
-(reciprocal stepping, environment module, BWS, pelvis orthosis, body weight shifting).
B. Results
The weights and scores are shown in Table III and the results of the evaluation are shown in Fig. 5 , while the global evaluation is shown in Fig. 6 . It is important to notice that the result of evaluating the BWS is relevant to the early stage condition (the more important one [28] , [97] ).
C. Results Analysis
1) Modules Analysis:
The evaluation of each robotic module based on specific characteristics showed diverse tendencies. For the reciprocal stepping, setting a threshold of 3.5, approximately 63% of the systems could be described as having a good result. In contrast, the pelvis mechanism had a poor average score compared to the other modules, even with a threshold of 2.5, only 22% of the systems satisfied this requirement. For the environmental modules, all the systems satisfied the basic requirements of environment ground for assisting simple locomotor training, of which only 19% were able to support more advanced ADL training. All these systems were dynamic trajectory footplates based devices.
Dynamic and adjustability property: Overall, 25 out of the 27 systems provide high dynamic support to different patient weights and groups. Two different strategies were used to achieve the dynamic properties in these systems, active dynamic and passive elastic mechanisms. The more common active dynamic is a suspension mechanism that controls the dynamic weight using force feedback, e.g., Lokolift found in Lokomat [110] , whereas the amount of unloaded weight is adjusted in the passive elastic mechanism by changing the springs displacement using an electrical motor, e.g., Lokoiran [74] . Two systems showed a low dynamic property, specifically WHERE-I and UoA PMAbot, due to the use of powerless BWS.
Back-drivability property: Most systems presented medium to good back-drivability either for BWS, reciprocal stepping or pelvis robotic modules. In addition, some systems obtained a better score because they used pneumatic actuators, except for LOPES II in which the back-drivability was achieved by a light innovative parallel mechanical configuration.
Free movement property: For BWS, STRING-MAN provided the best free movement since it used six driven cables, which provide 6 DOF. The medium performance class used BWSs and provided good results because of the absence of a suspension harness, which allowed free movement of the trunk. For reciprocal stepping mechanism, all footplate-based devices allowed free upper extremities movement because of the absence of any intersection area. In addition, two systems scored highly for free movement as they utilized an exoskeleton, the parts of which were placed on the patient's back. DOF/ROM property: For the reciprocal stepping mechanism, 74% of systems scored between medium and high, with no maximal scores since no system presented full DOF and ROM. Most weaknesses were due to lack of ankle joint control and assistance to abduction/adduction of the hip. The dynamic trajectory footplate-based devices had more promising mechanisms because of their ability to assist the movement of three different joints (hip, knee, and ankle), and to provide an appropriate stride width. Similarly, two over ground systems also scored highly for their ability to assist the same three mentioned joints using wearable exoskeletons.
The two versions of LOPES showed the most important treadmill-based devices reciprocal stepping mechanism. An exoskeleton was developed, not only for assisting movement in the sagittal plan, but also for allowing left and right stepping. This was realized by motorized hip ab/ad. The rest of treadmill devices and elliptical footplate devices had low-quality mechanisms mainly due to the constraints and limitations in ROM.
The remaining 26% of the systems had low scores due to the absence of reciprocal mechanisms, only receiving a score for free movement of the lower limb extremities. Most systems (about 72%) were over ground based devices because they were developed for assisting patients in later recovery stages, where the focus is more on promoting balance. For the pelvis mechanism, 15% of systems obtained a high score for the DOF/ROM property. Among them, two systems (NaTUre-gaits and WalkTrainer) had maximum scores because they offered mechanisms assisting the 6 DOF pelvis of motion with full ROM. Also, 15% of systems obtained a medium score, as 3 DOF pelvis movements were assisted, mostly LR, FB, and PR movements. Approximately 40% of systems obtained a low score. Most of these systems were footplate-based devices in which there was no pelvis mechanism. However, they obtained a basic score because they allowed free movement. The remaining 30% of systems had a very low score, as they provided no assistance to the pelvis. Moreover, they restricted some important movements.
Environment module Diversity of grounds: Dynamic footplate-based devices scored highly because of the simulation of different training grounds. Applying forces on both feet and controlling the impedance, facilitated training the patient, not only to climb stairs, but also to stumble, thereby attempting to improving balance. Twenty-five systems got a medium score, most of which were over ground systems. They offered the possibility to train with challenging exercises such as actual fall experiences. Overall, 59% of systems only simulated flat ground, except for GMT5 that was designed for climbing stairs. It is important to note that most systems were treadmill-based devices.
Synchronization property: 67% of the systems provided a clear stepping for a real sensation of the actual world. Of the 33% of systems that did not, most were treadmill-based devices, in which there was a shift of speed between the treadmill belt and the foot, resulting in foot drag, except for Mit-Skywalker where this was overcome by two rotational treadmills for each foot.
Visualization property: Approximately 48% of the systems did not provide any type of visual representation. Most of these systems were treadmill-based devices and fixed trajectory footplate-based devices, in which patients may be confused since there is no correspondence between the movement performed and the scenes.
2) Global Evaluation Analysis: The global evaluation revealed an outcome distribution heavily dependent on differences in mechanical design groups. The analysis differentiated six groups, from top to bottom: -1st group (2 systems): An excellent score was given to two of the over ground systems NaTUre-gaits and WalkTrainer. This was achieved by an excellent score in BWS and pelvis mechanism, as well as the assistance for body weight shifting. In addition, good reciprocal stepping and environment mechanisms were presented. These 2 systems are designed to assisted a large groups of patients. -2nd group (3 systems): A high score was achieved by the dynamic trajectory footplate-based devices groups, due to the development of sophisticated environment robotic modules allowing the simulation of simple and complex grounds. In addition, there were good results for the reciprocal stepping and BWS robotic modules. These systems are mostly designed for assisting patients in intermediate and advanced stage of recovery. -3rd group (4 systems): This group mostly included advanced robots of treadmill-based devices. In these systems, a medium to high score was achieved by the reciprocal stepping and pelvis robotic modules, good scoring for BWS system and low-quality environment module. These systems are designed mostly for patients in the earlier stage of recovery. -4th group (4 systems): The three fixed trajectory footplatebased devices performed satisfactorily, with a good BWS, a medium score for reciprocal stepping mechanism and lowquality pelvis and environment robotic modules. These systems are designed mostly for patients in intermediate stage of recovery. -5th group (5 systems): This group of systems consisted only of treadmill-based devices. Except for the good BWS systems, this group had low score in the folowing robotic modules (reciprocal stepping mechanism, pelvis mechanism and enviroment). Most of these systems are developed for assisting patients in earlier stage of recovery.
-6th group: The rest of the systems were considered having low scores in almost each robotic module. This group included a mix of treadmill and over ground systems, with low-quality BWS, reciprocal stepping and pelvis mechanisms. These robots are designed for assisting patients in advanced stage of recovery.
VI. CONCLUSION
According to our method to compare rehabilitation systems, the simulation of the ground seems important for better outcomes (only four of the gait systems identified in this study were able to support more advanced training of daily activities). While some commercialized systems still commonly used do not adopt a comprehensive strategy, some prototypes are very interesting (e.g., NaTUre-gaits), but as they are not commercialized, their safety, efficiency and efficacy have not yet been confirmed. In addition, it is recommended that further research in gait robotic design is conducted to enhance the properties of pelvis mechanisms as this robotic module had a poor average score compared to the other modules.
The evaluation of the different characteristics and weights of the features was challenging due to the lack of quantitative data, probably due to the absence of standards that show quantitatively the importance of features within the different stages. Therefore, we call for a review of these standards, the addition of more, as well as new methods for evaluation. This could be achieved by collating the results from different studies already conducted, as well as conducting specific studies evaluating the needs of patients according to the stage and the importance of each feature at the stage.
